Association between Systemic Lupus Erythematosus and Refractory Ulcerative Colitis: What are our Therapeutic Options?
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Abstract
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune disease in which the immune system through antibodies attacks its own tissues, and causes inflammation and tissue damage in the affected organs. It can affect the skin, brain, lungs, kidneys, and blood vessels (1). Ulcerative colitis is an inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) that causes inflammation and ulcers (sores) in your digestive tract. Ulcerative colitis affects the innermost lining of your large intestine, also called the colon, and rectum. This article is about a patient followed for systemic lupus, presenting with symptoms revealing ulcerative colitis, the therapeutic challenge we faced is the potential aggravation of lupus symptoms under anti TNF therapy. The patient underwent curative surgery without major complications.
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1 Introduction
Patient with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) may experience various intestinal disorders such as diarrhea, vomiting, rectal bleeding, tenesmus. However, even if it’s not very common, it is important to think of inflammatory bowel diseases especially Crohn’s disease as well as Ulcerative colitis. In fact, SLE and Ulcerative colitis (UC) rarely coexist. They may both have intestinal manifestations, laboratory results, and radiographic findings that appear similar, therefore differentiating between intestinal involvement in UC and in SLE may be difficult (1).

Moreover, there are issues establishing true links between UC and SLE because SLE may mimic UC, and some UC treatments may cause drug induced SLE (1).

This makes the diagnosis of both diseases in one patient a real challenge. There are, in fact, few reports suggesting an association between these diseases (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6).

Current understanding of the pathogenesis of the UC and SLE suggests that immune mechanisms play a prominent role in both diseases. In both diseases, genetic seems also to play an important role. Genetic markers located in the short arm of chromosome 6 have been found associated with both SLE to a lesser degree with UC (7,8).

It is well known that UC is a chronic condition for which therapy is required to induce and maintain remission; therapeutic decisions should be categorized into those for induction and maintenance, with a goal of obtaining and maintaining a steroid-free remission (9).

Ulcerative colitis can be treated by 5aminosalicylate (5-ASA), steroids or anti tumor necrosis factor alpha (anti-TNF alpha). SLE is known to interfere with some of these treatments, moreover, it can be a complication of these treatments. All this poses a real problematic while managing some UC cases, especially those with resistant to the majority of medical treatments (9).

The aim of our case report is to present one of these problematic cases, to compare it with different experiences in other centers, to review the literature in order to find out therapeutic options for these cases, and why not be a base for ulterior guidelines.
4 Discussion

Autoimmune diseases tend to co-exist; however, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and ulcerative colitis (UC) are rarely described together in a systematic review of the medical literature has seldom been undertaken (10).

As reported by several authors, the estimated prevalence of UC in SLE patients is around 0.4% (11). The precise mechanisms of UC remain undetermined, but autoimmune mechanisms are supposed to be involved in the development of UC as well as InSLE. For example, anti-bodies specific to a Mr 40,000 protein found in the colo-rectal mucosa.

Main symptoms include abdominal pain, diarrhea, and bloody stool. The symptoms feature is indistinguishable from that in inflammatory bowel diseases, especially ulcerative colitis (13).

Coexistence of SLE and UC is difficult to diagnose because both diseases have several similar gastrointestinal symptoms and some drugs used to treat UC may cause drug-induced lupus particularly sulfasalazine, 5-ASA, and infliximab (14). So, it may be difficult to differentiate whether the symptoms are due to the SLE or other diseases.

In Lupuscolitis, ulceration with bleeding or perforation is caused by the inflammatory involvement of small vessels and, sometimes, by necrotizing angitis of small arteries and venules with the deposition of circulating immune complexes (2).

In our case, SLE was considered to be inactive under chloroquine and corticosterone at the onset of abdominal pain and bloody diarrhea, and typical histopathologic changes of UC such as anamastosis found in the colo-rectal mucosa.

UC may happen before or after the diagnosis of SLE (14). Our patient was treated for SLE 9 years before developing UC. Many authors described some differences (15) compared to SLE, UC presents more frequently as bloody diarrhea, abdominal pain, and tenesmus.

2 II.

3 Observation

At the age of 31, the patient was admitted with a seven month history official and finger erythema and arthralgia.

Physical Examination revealed a typical malarrhas (Figure 1) and discoid lesions on her fingers (Figure 2). The antinuclear, -antibody (ANA) were positives (1/256), the antibodies to double-stranded (DNA) were positives, the serum complement was low (17.6Vlml:normal30-40). The patient was therefore diagnosed with SLE according to American Rheumatism Association criteria for SLE.

The patient began treatment with 30 mg/day prednisolone (PSL) and chloroquine 400mg/day, PSL was subsequently reduced to 10 mg/day. The symptoms were controlled in the following 9 years under treatment. The diagnostic of UC was made and treatment with PSL 50mg daily, azathioprine 125 mg/day, chloroquine 200 mg/day was begun. This was followed by significant improvement.

Two months later, remission was maintained with azathioprine, PSL 10 mg/day and chloroquine.

The patient was admitted again 6 months later, she developed bloody diarrhea with abdominal pain, and tenesmus, colonoscopy revealed inflamed hyperemic colonic mucosa with multiple active ulcers. Hemoglobin (Hb) was 9.1 g/dl (normocytic), white blood cell count was 12.44 × 103/ml (neutrophilic leukocytes: 90.8%, lymphocytes: 7.4%), and platelets were 3 × 105 /?l. C-reactive protein (CRP) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate were 78 mg/dl and 35 mm/h respectively. The patient was therefore treated with intravenous corticosteroids (1mg/kg/day) for 7 days then with PSL 50 mg/day, and azathioprine was switched to 6 mercaptopurine (6MP) 75mg/day, this was followed by clinical and biological improvement.

The patient developed 3 weeks later, anemia (Hb: 7.5 g/dl) and leucopenia (white blood cell count was 2341/ml), this was related to 6MP hematotoxicity. 6 mercaptopurine (6MP) was stopped and anemia as well as leucopenia improved. The patient was then treated with methotrexate (MTX) to maintain remission. Remission was maintained for the following year under MTX.

A year and two months later, the patient was admitted for an UC attack, she was having Bloody diarrhea as well as severe tenesmus and rectal bleeding, colonoscopy revealed inflamed flammable mucosa severely hemorrhagic.

Blood test revealed anemia with Hb: 8.4 g/dl (normocytic), white blood cell count was 15.33 x 10 3 /ml, CRP was 120 mg/dl, stool studies were negative for infection. Intravenous corticosteroids as well as corticosteroid and 5-ASA enemas were begun and the patient showed clinical and biological improvement (number of bloody diarrhea diminished as well as CRP (40 vs 120). The colitis was then considered an immunomodulator refractory colitis, and we had to consider another treatment to maintain remission.

As the patient was treated for SLE, and due the risk of aggravating this pathology with anti-tumornecrosis factor alpha (Anti TNF alpha), we proposed the patient for curative surgery (Colectomy with ileal pouchanastomosis) as an alternative to biological therapy. After explaining benefits and risks of the procedure, and after getting consent, the patient underwent surgery without major complications. She is now regularly followed up in our hospital (University hospital Mohamed VI of marrakech) for her SLE as well as the UC.
In all cases, the diagnosis of SLE is made according to the classification criteria for SLE, which necessitate the presence of at least 4 out of 11 clinical and laboratory criteria. The diagnosis of UC is made on the basis of typical clinical, imaging, endoscopic, and histological findings (15).

Our case problematic was related to our therapeutic options, biological therapy was normally indicated for ulcerative colitis, however, the patient was also treated for lupus, and because of the risk of aggravation of SLE after giving anti-TNF alpha, we preferred reviewing our options.

To understand the risk of anti TNF alpha induced SLE, we reviewed some cases of lupus like reaction, and DILE (drug induced erythematous) and its pathogenesis.

Drug-induced lupus erythematous (DILE) is defined as a lupus-like syndrome temporally related to continuous drug exposure which resolves after discontinuation of the offending drug. There are currently no standard diagnostic criteria for DILE and the pathomechanisms are still unclear. Similarly to idiopathic lupus, DILE can be divided into systemic (SLE), subacute cutaneous (SCLE) and chronic cutaneous lupus (CCLE). Systemic DILE is characterized by typical lupus-like symptoms including skin signs, usually mild systemic involvement and a typical laboratory profile with positive antinuclear and anti-histone antibodies, while anti-double strand (ds) DNA and anti-extractable nuclear antigens antibodies are rare (16).

Sulphasalazine and Anti TNF alpha have been associated with DILE in several cases in the literature (17). Yet this risk of developing Lupus under anti TNF alpha is very low (17), which leads to asking if we should or not use biological therapy in patients with SLE.

Here are some cases of DILE, in patients treated for UC.

Griffiths and al. (17) report a case of a patient who developed a lupus syndrome while receiving sulphasalazine for ulcerative colitis. They first obtained remission, then the patient developed a non-deforming arthritis with active synovitis of shoulders, wrists, metacarpophalangeal joints, proximal interphalangeal joints and digital vasculiticlesions. Anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA) were present in high titres with a homogeneous pattern. DNA antibody concentrations were raised (190 U/ml (normal:<25 U/ml)).

A drug-induced lupus syndrome was suspected, so sulphasalazine was stopped, clinical conditions were then slowly resolving. Levels of DNA binding activity and ANA titres remained high for six months after sulphasalazine was stopped, but then fell to normal (18). Another study reviewed 13 cases of DILE due to infliximab in patients with inflammatory bowel diseases IBD (19). In these series of patients, DILE was a femalepreponderant disease with a female-to-male ratio of 11:2, and 5 patients were treated for ulcerative colitis (19).

In this same series of patients, Joint manifestations dominated. Symmetric large joint arthralgias were reported by all patients. Fever and malar rash were noted in two and three out of the 13 patients, respectively. The antinuclear antibody titer was elevated in all patients with DILE. The median peak antinuclear antibody (ANA) titer was 1 in 2500. Anti-dsDNA antibodies were tested in 12 patients (19). Anti-TNF therapy was withdrawn in all patients upon diagnosis of DILE, and the resolution of joint symptoms was obtained in a median of 4 weeks (range 3-12 weeks) (19).

In our case, the patient was already treated for SLE before developing UC, and did not receive any the DILE causative drugs.

The following cases report the experience of treating patients with SLE as well as inflammatory bowel disease with biological therapy despite the risk early mentioned.

Yamashita and al. (17) report a case of a 55-year-old Japanese woman with systemic lupus erythematous (SLE), she developed continuous gastrointestinal bleeding and diarrhea since the patient was aged 30 years that was initially treated as SLE-related colitis. The patient underwent surgery for anal fistulas twice at 50 and 54 years of age and her symptoms were atypical of lupusenteritis. Colonoscopy was performed again when the patient was 55 years of age because we suspected she has some type of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Histopathological examination revealed non-caseating granuloma and no evidence of vasculitis, consistent with crohn’s disease (CD). Introduction of infliximab dramatically relieved the patient’s melena and abdominal symptoms without aggravating SLE symptoms (20). (19) reported a case of CD occurred in a young woman 8 years after a diagnosis of lupus nephritis according to clinical, laboratory and histological criteria. CD was unresponsive to steroids and immunosuppressants and, therefore, the patient was treated with antitumour necrosis factor alpha monoclonal antibody (Infliximab). This therapy led to the remission of both CD (50% of Crohn’s Disease Activity Index-CAI-decrease) and lupus nephritis (disappearance of pyuria in absence of infection, significant increase of serum albumin and improvement of renal function tests) (19).

In case of steroid dependency or steroid refractory TNF-alpha blockers are an effective treatment to induce and maintain remission. The role TNFalpha plays in SLE is controversial and data on the likely effects of blocking TNFalpha on anti-DNA autoantibody production is always of interest. But those antibodies are not generally associated with clinical signs of autoimmunity and there is no indication for monitoring in patients who have no symptoms. There is no clear explanation for this high prevalence of those autoantibodies (22-25).

There are, however, occasional reports describing the efficacy of anti-TNF-? therapy for SLE. It has also been reported that, despite levels of antibodies to ds-DNA and cardiolipin being increased, anti-TNF-? therapy did not exacerbate SLE itself but rather achieved a reduction in disease activity and relief of refractory arthritis, nephritis (26).

TNF-? exerts both deleterious tissue damaging effects mainly through its pro-inflammatory activities and beneficial activities by dampening aggressive autoimmune responses. SLE is a disease with autoimmune
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disturbance and inflammatory damage, so blocking TNF-? in this autoimmune-prone chronic inflammatory
disease may lead to different outcomes, depending on timing and duration of treatment. Thus, infliximab may
also be effective for gastrointestinal symptoms associated with SLE (27).

To review our therapeutic options we have to define what an immunomodulator refractory colitis is, and search
for possible efficient treatment.

Immunomodulator refractory colitis: Patients who have active disease or relapse in spite of thiopurines at an
appropriate dose for at least 3 months (i.e. azathioprine 2-2.5 mg/kg/day or mercaptopurine 0.75-1 mg/kg/day
in the absence of leukopenia) (28).

Different trials report the benefit of methotrexate and tacrolimus in maintaining remission in UC as second-line
immunomodulator Therapies. (28) The new Zealand society of gastroenterology (28) recommends methotrexate
25 mg weekly for maintaining remission in UC and should be discussed with patients, particularly for those who
are steroid dependent.

However, due to the absence of larger, randomised, controlled trials with lengthy follow-up periods tacrolimus
cannot yet be considered standard second-line immunosuppression for UC (28).

The American college of gastroenterology recommends using anti-TNF therapy using adalimumab, golimumab,
or infliximab to maintain remission in patients with previously moderately to severely active UC (9).

Other therapies have been proposed as an alternative to anti TNF alpha therapy, for patients who are intolerant
or who are not responding to it (9).

Vedolizumab is a monoclonal antibody that selectively blocks ?4?7 integrin expressed on lymphocytes. A
phase III trial investigated the induction and maintenance efficacy of vedolizumab in 895 patients with moderate
to severe treatment refractory UC. The study revealed clinical remission rates at week 52 of 44.8% for 4 weekly
treatments compared to 15.9% for placebo p<0.0001.

Vedolizumab has been approved by FDA in 2014, and also in many European countries, for the management
of moderate to severe UC (28).

Tofacitinib is an oral inhibitor of Janus Kinases (JAK) 1, 2 and 3, resulting in blocking of interleukin 2, 4, 7,
9, 15 and 21 pathways. Patients were randomised to receive twice daily tofacitinib at doses 0.5, 3, 10 and 15 mg
and placebo for 8 weeks. Clinical remission rates at 8 weeks of 48% and 41% of patients were seen at doses of 10
mg (p<0.001) and 15 mg (p<0.001) respectively compared to the placebo rate of 10% (28).

The American college of gastroenterology recommend tofacitinib for maintenance of remission in patients
with previously moderately to severely active UC now in remission after induction with tofacitinib (9).

Thirty percent of patients with ulcerative colitis will eventually come to proctocolectomy and this includes
some with troublesome distal colitis. The decision as to whether to proceed to surgery is obviously a big one,
with life-long consequences (28).

Removing the colon and rectum in poorly controlled ulcerative colitis restores physical well-being and quality
of life (28).

Long-term concerns about neoplasia are put aside. Patients are understandably very concerned about avoiding
a “bag.” However the starting point of a discussion with the patient about surgery should focus on whether or
not the time has come to remove the colon and rectum.

Surgery provides a cure for the colitis, but carries a risk of a variety of short-and long-term complications (28).

There is significant potential for morbidity, but overall greater than 90% of patients are pleased with their
resulting health state and bowel function (29).

If optimisation of standard immunosuppression fails in mild to moderate UC, then the main therapeutic options
currently available are anti-TNF-? therapy and colectomy. While other immunosuppressive strategies exist, they
have not been demonstrated to have the same efficacy as anti-TNF-? therapy and surgery (28).

To summarize it all, Patients treated for UC as well as SLE can be treated by chloroquine and corticosteroid
associated with systemic 5-ASA or immunosuppressive therapy such as azathioprine or 6MP. However, in cases
like ours, when the UC is Immunomodulator refractory, treatment to maintain remission can be a real challenge
despite different possible options, and differs depending on centers, hospital experience, economic situation as
well as patients background.

IV.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the diagnostic criteria for UC and SLE overlap, making them difficult to diagnose correctly.
Physicians should bear in mind the possibility that a patient may be afflicted with both of these diseases
simultaneously. If a patient known to have SLE develops gastrointestinal symptoms such as abdominal pain
or diarrheas, it is prudent to rule out UC (30).

Despite some obscure aspects, our case report suggests that the series of UC associated complaints could
include a wide range of autoimmune disorders besides those which have been conventionally considered until
now. Therefore, a more accurate detection of autoimmune diseases could be suggested in the diagnostic program
to be performed in the course of UC (21).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Characteristics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median age (range)</td>
<td>37 (26–62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M:F (numbers)</td>
<td>2:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD: UC (numbers)</td>
<td>8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients on concurrent immunosuppression</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (range) duration of infliximab in months prior to DILE</td>
<td>14 (1–52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (range) number of infliximab infusions prior to DILE</td>
<td>10 (2–30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-treated with second anti-TNF agent</td>
<td>8/13=61.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrence of lupus like reaction after exposure to second anti-TNF agent</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (range) period of treatment with second anti-TNF agent</td>
<td>5 months (2–6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


CONCLUSION


